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This study was aimed to verify markers that can be applied to the genotyping of microsatellite DNA in the fecal samples collected 
from a Taiwanese macaque population located in southern Taiwan. A total of 16 microsatellite markers that have been tested on the 
Taiwanese macaque population in Oshima were chosen for the study. Among the 16 markers, 10 markers resulted in detectable 
polymorphism on the loci. The fecal samples used in the microsatellite genotyping were first screened by the c-myc test for the DNA 
quality. The HVR I of mtDNA was also sequenced and the result showed that the haplotype (740 bp) of two neighboring groups were 
different from each other by 31 bp of substitutions in this provisioned region. The 10 microsatellite markers will be applied to the 
paternity analysis in the Taiwanese macaque to investigate their reproductive strategies. This non-invasive method to study genetic 
structures also contributes to the conservation of the Taiwanese macaques in Taiwan by revealing the human impact on translocating 
macaque groups in the past. 
Keywords: microsatellite marker, maternal inheritance, provisioning, translocation, Macaca cyclopis. 
A-37 Study on phylogeography of macaques and langurs in Nepal 
Mukesh Chalise (Central Department of Zoology, Tribhuvan University, Nepal)       ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ᕝᮏⰾ 
The trade of DNA samples becomes difficult due to recent ratification and enforcement of international regulation Nagoya 
Protocol. This trend changed our collaboration in cooperative study on evolution and conservation of non-human primates in Nepal. 
In this fiscal year program, we start to establish a laboratory in Kathmandu where we can prepare DNA samples from fecal 
specimens and can perform DNA amplification by standard PCR procedure in order to continue phylogeographical study on 
macaques and laugurs in Nepal. We opened the laboratory in December 2015 and conducted a feasibility study of mtDNA typing for 
non-human primates for the first time in the country. Firstly, we extracted DNA samples from fecal specimens preserved in lysis 
buffer based on the protocol developed in the last year program. Both Assamese macaques and grey langurs were examined for 
partial sequencing of control region, 16S ribosomal RNA and cytochrome b in the mitochondrial DNA genome. Of 26 specimens, 
consisting of 20 macaques and 6 langurs from 8 localities, 19 were successfully amplified by PCR. We also got good results in sexing 
with amelogenin primers for 19 samples. Obtained PCR products were sequenced in Japan to confirm the applicability of newly 
obtained PCR products for sequencing analysis. Our preliminary examination of cytochrome b fragments yielded fine results for four 
out of six samples of grey langurs. Obtained Nepalese sequences were compared with deposited DNA sequences in database. 
Nepalese samples formed a single cluster with high bootstrap value and a reported haplotype (N2) from Ramnagar (Karanth et al. 
2010) was placed aside of the Nepalese cluster. 
(2) ୍⯡ಶே◊✲ 
B-1 Developing a model of cold- and heat-stressed primate thermoregulation from Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata) 
Cynthia Thompson (Grand Valley State University), Chris Vinyard (Northeast Ohio Medical University), Susan Williams (Ohio 
University), Sylvain Perez (Ecole Nationale Veterinaire de Toulouse)          ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸༙㇂஬㑻 
This project aims to assess how Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata) utilize behavioral and physiological mechanisms during 
seasonal thermoregulation.  During 2015, we conducted our second research season (summer; winter data collection occurred in 
2014) at the Kyoto University Primate Research Institute from July 11-31.  During this time we successfully collected data on 
thermoregulatory variables for five adult animals (n=2 males, n=3 females).  We gathered a total of 1,048 observation hours.  
These behavioral data are currently being used to calculate the effects of temperature, solar radiation, humidity, and wind speed on 
the time spent moving, body position, and choice of sunny vs. shaded location.  During this past data collection season we also 
collected 94 fecal samples.  These were lyophilized, extracted, and assayed via ELISA to determine levels of the thermoregulatory 
thyroid hormone fT3.  We found significantly lower levels of fT3 in the summer compared to the winter (ANCOVA: F= 41.5, 
p<0.001), with summer samples having fT3 levels, on average, 2.87pg/ml lower than winter samples.  Additionally, season 
explained 45.9% of the variance in fT3 levels; for comparison sex explained only 2.2% of the variation in fT3.  These results 
suggest that Japanese macaques significantly boost thyroid hormone levels during the winter, likely to increase basal metabolic rate 
and generate heat.  Since fT3 levels are linked to energy expenditure, lower fT3 levels in the summer likely reflect a strategy to 
lower not only heat generation, but also to conserve energy. Our results indicate that these animals utilize thyroid hormones, a 
relatively expensive and longer-term physiological pathway, as a mechanism of seasonal thermoregulation. 
B-2 㸯ḟどぬ㔝ࢆࣂ࢖ࣃࢫࡍࡿ㢌㡬㐃ྜ㔝࡬ࡢどぬධຊࡢゎ᫂ 




❧ࡗ࡚ࠊ1mm㛫㝸ࡢࢫࣛ࢖ࢫ࡛ཌ 1mmࡢ㢌㒊MRI⏬ീࢆ᧜ീࡋࡓࠋ⏬ീࢆ Caret 5(Van Essen, http://brainmap.wustl.edu, 
1995)࡟ྲྀࡾ㎸ࡳ㸪๓㢠᩿⏬ീࡢ⬻⾲ࡢᙧ≧ࢆ࡜࣮ࣞࢫࡋ࡚㸪⬻⾲ࡢ 3 ḟඖ⏬ീࢆసᡂࡋ㸪ࢺ࣮ࣞࢧ࣮ὀධ⏝ࡢᚤᑠࣆ࣌
ࢵࢺࢆᆶ┤࡟ V3A 㔝࡟่ධࡍࡿ㝿ࡢ่ධ㒊఩ࢆ☜ㄆࡋࡓࠋࣇ࢓࣮ࢫࢺࣈ࣮ࣝ㸦2%㸧ࠋࢹ࢕࢔࣑ࢹ࢕ࣀ࢖࢚࣮ࣟ㸦4%㸧ࠊ











ᑐ㇟࡟ࠊ↓㯞㓉࠿ࡘ↓౵く࡛㢌⓶ୖ࠿ࡽ ERP/EPࢆグ㘓ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ᪉ἲㄽࢆ☜❧ࡋࡓ(Itoh et al., Hearing Research, 2015)ࠋ




ᯝࢆࡲ࡜ࡵ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦Itoh et al., in preparation)ࠋࡲࡓ୪⾜ࡋ࡚ࠊ࣐࣮ࣔࢭࢵࢺࢆᑐ㇟࡜ࡋࡓࠊ↓㯞㓉࠿ࡘ↓౵くࡢ㢌⓶ୖ⬻
Ἴグ㘓࡟ࡘࡁࠊ᪉ἲㄽࡢ᳨ウࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࠋ 
B-4᪂ୡ⏺ࢨࣝⱞ࿡ཷᐜయ TAS2R࡟ᑐࡍࡿࣜ࢞ࣥࢻឤཷᛶከᵝᛶࡢ᳨ド 




ࢨࣝ㸦Aotus nancymaae㸧ࡢ TAS2R㑇ఏᏊ㓄ิ࠿ࡽ PCRࣉࣛ࢖࣐࣮ࢆタィࡋࠊᡤᒓ◊✲ᐊ⌧᭷ࡢࣀࢻࢪ࣐ࣟ࢜࢟ࢨࣝ㸦Cebus 
capucinus㸧࡜ࢳࣗ࢘࣋࢖ࢡࣔࢨࣝ㸦Ateles geoffroyi㸧ࡢ⾑ᾮ➼⏤᮶㧗⣧ᗘࢤࣀ࣒ DNA࡜㔝⏕⩌ࡢ⣅⏤᮶ DNA࡟ᑐࡋ࡚㑇




























ຍ⸨ᙲᏊ㸦ឡ▱Ꮫ㝔኱࣭ṑཱྀ࣭⭍ゎ๗㸧, Tanya Smith (Harvard Univ. Human Evolutionary Biology࣭Dental Hard Tissue Lab)
ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ᖹᓮ㗦▮ 
ᮏ◊✲ㄢ㢟ࡣࠊ⏕ᜥ⎔ቃࡢ␗࡞ࡿ࣐࢝ࢡ✀ࡢṑࡢᡂ㛗࡟ࡘ࠸࡚᫂ࡽ࠿࡟ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝࢆྵࡴ࣐࢝ࢡ 6✀㢮ࡢ































∵⏣୍ᡂ, ᅵ⏣ࡉࡸ࠿㸦ி㒔ᗓ❧኱࣭⏕࿨⎔ቃ㸧 ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸༙㇂࿃㑻 
ᒇஂᓥࡢୖ㒊࡟᳇ᜥࡍࡿಶయ⩌ࡣࠊ෤Ꮨ࡟ᶞ⓶࡞࡝ᾘ໬ࡀᅔ㞴࡞㣗≀࡟౫Ꮡࡍࡿ๭ྜࡀ㧗࠸࡜᝿ᐃࡉࢀࡿࠋࡑࡢሙྜࠊ
⭠ෆ⣽⳦ࡀᐟ୺ࡢᰤ㣴࡟ࡶࡓࡽࡍ㈉⊩ࡣࠊࡼࡾ㧗࠸࡜᥎ ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᮏ◊✲ࡣࠊ2014ᖺᗘࡢඹྠ◊✲㸦2014-B-27㸧࡟࠾࠸
࡚ࠊ኱ᕝᯘ㐨࿘㎶ࡢୖ㒊ಶయ⩌࠿ࡽศ㞳ᚋࠊ⣧⢋໬࡛ࡁࡓ Sarcina ventriculi(⌧ᅾศ㢮⩌ኚ᭦ࡢࡓࡵ Clostridium ventriculi)2
ᰴ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ඲ࢤࣀ࣒ゎᯒࢆᐇ᪋ࡋࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊࡇࢀࡲ࡛す㒊ᯘ㐨࠾ࡼࡧ኱ᕝୖὶᇦࡢಶయ⩌ࡢㄪᰝࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚ࡁࡓࡓࡵࠊᮾ
㒊ࡢࣖࢡࢫࢠᯘᆅᖏ࡟⏕ᜥࡍࡿಶయ⩌࠿ࡽࡶ᥇ᮦࢆヨࡳࡓࠋ 
ୡ⏺࡛ึࡵ࡚ S. ventriculiࡢࢤࣀ࣒ᵓ㐀ࢆ᫂ࡽ࠿࡟ࡋࡓࠋᮏ✀ࡢࢤࣀ࣒ࢧ࢖ࢬࡣࠊ⣙ 2.5 Mb࠶ࡾࠊGCྵ㔞ࡣ⣙ 27%࡛

































ࣄࢺ T⣽⬊ⓑ⾑⑓࢘࢖ࣝࢫ 1ᆺ㸦HTLV-1㸧ࡣᡂே T⣽⬊ⓑ⾑⑓㸦ATL㸧ࠊ⅖⑕ᛶ⑌ᝈࡢཎᅉ࢘࢖ࣝࢫ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࢧࣝ T⣽
⬊ⓑ⾑⑓࢘࢖ࣝࢫ 1ᆺ㸦STLV-1㸧ࡣ HTLV-1࡟㏆⦕ࡢࣞࢺࣟ࢘࢖ࣝࢫ࡛࠶ࡾྠࠊ ᵝࡢ⑓ཎᛶࠊ」〇ᶵᵓࢆᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊ
HTLV-1ࡢ᪂つ἞⒪ἲ㛤Ⓨ࡟᭷⏝࡞ື≀ࣔࢹ࡛ࣝ࠶ࡿࠋCCR4ࡣ HTLV-1ឤᰁ⣽⬊ࠊSTLV-1ឤᰁ⣽⬊࡟㧗Ⓨ⌧ࡍࡿࢣࣔ࢝
࢖ࣥࣞࢭࣉࢱ࣮࡛࠶ࡾࠊᢠ CCR4ᢠయ࣒ࣔ࢞ࣜࢬ࣐ࣈࡣ STLV-1ឤᰁࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝࡢࣉࣟ࢘࢖ࣝࢫ㔞ࢆῶᑡࡉࡏࡿࠋCCR4
ࡣไᚚᛶ Tࣜࣥࣃ⌫࡟ࡶⓎ⌧ࡋࠊ࣒ࣔ࢞ࣜࢬ࣐ࣈࡢච␿㈿άຠᯝࡶὀ┠ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᮏ◊✲ࡣࠊ࣒ࣔ࢞ࣜࢬ࣐ࣈ࡜ STLV-1 
bZIP factor (SBZ)ཬࡧ Tax࣡ࢡࢳࣥࡢే⏝࡟ࡼࡿࠊࡼࡾຠᯝⓗ࡞ᢠ STLV-1 (HTLV-1)ච␿⒪ἲࡢ㛤Ⓨࢆ┠ⓗ࡜ࡋࡓࠋࣔ࢞
࣒ࣜࢬ࣐ࣈᢞ୚ᚋ࡟ SBZཬࡧ TaxࢆⓎ⌧ࡍࡿ࣡ࢡࢩࢽ࢔࢘࢖ࣝࢫࢆ 5ᅇ᥋✀ࡋࠊࣉࣟ࢘࢖ࣝࢫ㔞ࠊTaxⓎ⌧⣽⬊ᩘࢆゎ
ᯒࡋࡓ࡜ࡇࢁࠊ࣒ࣔ࢞ࣜࢬ࣐ࣈᢞ୚┤ᚋ࡜ẚ㍑ࡋ࡚ TaxⓎ⌧⣽⬊ࡣࡉࡽ࡟ῶᑡഴྥ࡜࡞ࡾࠊTax࡟ᑐࡍࡿච␿ᛂ⟅ࡢቑᙉ
࡟ࡼࡿຠᯝ࡜⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓࠋᮏ◊✲⤖ᯝࡣᅜ㝿㞧ㄅ Scientific Reports࡟ᥖ㍕ࡉࢀࡓ㸦Sugata K,et al. Enhancement of 
anti-STLV-1/HTLV-1 immune responses through multimodal effects of anti-CCR4 antibody. Scientific Reports, in press.㸧ࠋ 
B-15ࡦࡶᘬࡁ༠ຊㄢ㢟ࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ࣐࣮ࣔࢭࢵࢺࡢ༠ຊ⾜ື 























B-17 Identification and Promoter/enhancer analysis of HERV-K LTR elements in primates 
Heui-Soo Kim, Jungwoo Eo, Hee-Eun Lee (Pusan National Univerisity)    ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒஭ ဴ㞝 
Human endogenous retroviruses (HERVs) and related sequences account for ~8% of the human genome. It is thought that HERVs 
are derived from exogenous retrovirus infections early in the evolution of primates. Among the three HERV classes, class II HERVs 
exist in the lowest frequency in the human genome, but they include the HERV-K family, which is the youngest family and is known 
to have actively mobilized since the divergence of humans and chimpanzees. For better understanding the regulatory mechanism, 
HERV-K expression in four primates was performed. First we tried RT-PCR with human reference gene; GAPDH, chimpanzee 
reference gene; EEF2, and HERV-K env. As the figure 1 shows, all four species’ tissue has expression of HERV-K. In addition, the 
western blot was performed to check the protein expression of HERV-K and R env protein in various tissues of four kinds of primates. 
Each sample is labeled in the figure 1. The expression of HERV-K env protein shows expression in most of tissues except for 
pancreas, tongue, and testis (fig.2). Also, the orangutan ileum shows no expression. For HERV-R env protein, the expression pattern 
shows similar as HERV-K env protein. The HERV Env proteins were observed moderate to high levels in each tissue, showing 
tissue-specific or species-specific expression patterns. In addition, transcription factor binding sites for HERV-K102 was detected by 
the program called TRANSFAC v8.0 (fig.3). The primers were designed into 4 sets, with fixed reverse primer as shown in the figure 
3. As a result of the luciferase assay, LTR primer (F4) shows the highest promoter activity from all four primers in both A549 and 
HCT116 cell lines. These data suggest a biologically important role for the retroviral proteins in a variety of the healthy tissues of 
primates. 
B-18ࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝ㔝⏕⩌࡟࠾ࡅࡿ infant handlingࡢព⩏ 














B-19 Population genetics of Macaca fascicularis (long-tailed macaque) throughout Thailand: mainly focus on their 
hybridization range with M. mulatta (rhesus macaque) 
Srichan Bunlungsup, Suchinda Malaivijitnond (Chulalongkorn University)   ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒஭ၨ㞝 
The aim of this study is to investigate the impact of zoogeographical barriers in Thailand on the genetic structure of long-tailed 
macaques (Macaca fascicularis) and their hybridization with rhesus macaques (M. mulatta). mtDNA and Y-chromosome (SRY and 
TSPY) genes of long-tailed and rhesus macaque living in Thailand and vicinity were analyzed. Based on mtDNA analysis, all 
monkeys were divided into five clades; Sundaic insular, Sundaic Thai Gulf, Vietnam, Sundaic Andaman Sea coast and Indochina, 
respectively. Interestingly, monkeys lived at the Sundaic peninsular were separated into Thai Gulf and Andaman sea side, and the 
latter was grouped with Indochinese population. We supposed that during the glacial period, some monkeys from South-easternmost 
Indochina (Southern Cambodia/Vietnam) migrated across the land bridge westward to peninsular Malaysia, moved northward along 
Andaman Sea coast and inhabited the areas. From Y-chromosome analysis, the limited gene flow from male rhesus macaques 
southward to long-tailed population was detected around the Isthmus of Kra. Though, our findings support the previous reports, the 
more complex results are found. 
B-20✀≉␗ⓗࣀࣥࢥ࣮ࢹ࢕ࣥࢢ RNA࡟ࡼࡿ࡯ங㢮⬻⚄⤒ᶵ⬟ศ໬ 
௒ᮧᣅஓ㸦஑ᕞ኱࣭་Ꮫ◊✲㝔㸧  ᡤෆᑐᛂ㞝⪅㸸௒ᮧබ⣖ 










B-21ᩘᏛࣔࢹࣝࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ㟋㛗㢮኱⭣㦵ᙧែࡢゎᯒ   
































௒㔝Ṍ, 㧗ᶫఙ༟, ᪂⏣ၨ௓㸦⩌㤿኱࣭་㸧  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒ᮧබ⣖ 
ᡃࠎࡣࠊᑠᆺࡢ㟋㛗㢮࡛࠶ࡿ࣐࣮ࣔࢭࢵࢺ⬻ෆ࡛ࠊࢽ࣮ࣗࣟࣥ✀≉␗ⓗ࡟Ⓨ⌧ㄏᑟࡍࡿࣉ࣮ࣟࣔࢱ࣮ࡢ㛤Ⓨࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࠊࡇࢀࡲ࡛㱎ṑ㢮࡛ᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡼ࠺࡟ࣉ࣮ࣟࣔࢱ࣮άᛶࡸ≉␗ᛶࡢ᳨ウࢆື≀⬻ෆ࡛ᐇ᪋ࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡣࠊ࣐࣮
ࣔࢭࢵࢺࡢ㉎ධ㈝⏝㸦1 㢌࠶ࡓࡾ⣙ 50 ୓㸧ࡸື≀೔⌮ⓗほⅬ࡞࡝࠿ࡽࠊ⌧ᐇⓗ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋࡑࡇ࡛ࠊື≀ಶయෆ࡛ࡢ࢔ࢵ
ࢭ࢖࡟௦᭰ࡋࠊ࣐࣮ࣔࢭࢵࢺ iPS⣽⬊⏤᮶ࡢᇵ㣴⚄⤒⣽⬊ࢆ⏝࠸ࡓࣉ࣮ࣟࣔࢱ࣮άᛶࡢ᳨ウࢆ⾜࠺⣔ࡢ☜❧ࢆ┠ᣦࡋࡓࠋ 
ᖹᡂ 27ᖺᗘࡣࠊ࣐࣮ࣔࢭࢵࢺ⏤᮶ࡢࣉ࣮ࣟࣔࢱ࣮࡜ࡋ࡚ VGATࠊVAChTࣉ࣮ࣟࣔࢱ࣮➼ࡢࢡ࣮ࣟࢽࣥࢢࢆᐇ᪋ࡋࠊࣞ






ጜᖏ㣕㧗㸦ᇸ⋢་኱࣭ಖ೺㸧  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ᖹᓮ㗦▮ 
ෆ⭠㦵ື⬦ศᯞࡢ࠺ࡕୗ⫥ᖏ࡬ศᕸࡍࡿቨഃᯞࡣୖẊື⬦(Gs)ࡸୗẊື⬦(Gi)➼ࡀ࠶ࡾ, ㉳ጞࡸ㉮⾜ࡀከᵝ࡛࠶ࡿ. ቨ
ഃᯞࢆྵࡴෆ⭠㦵ື⬦ࡢከᵝᛶࡣ Quain(1844)ࡣࡌࡵྂࡃ࠿ࡽㄪᰝࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡀ, ẚ㍑ゎ๗Ꮫⓗ㈨ᩱࡣஈࡋ࠸. ◊✲௦⾲
⪅ࡣࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝ࡜࢝ࢽࢡ࢖ࢨࣝࡢෆ⭠㦵ື⬦ቨഃᯞ࡜ࡑࡢ࿘㎶ᵓ㐀≀ࢆㄪᰝࡋࡓ.  
ࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝࡣ Giࡀ Gsࡲࡓࡣෆ㝜㒊ື⬦࡜ඹྠᖿࢆᙧᡂࡋ௝㦵⚄⤒ྀࡢ S1/S1㛫ࢆ㈏ࡁ, ࢝ࢽࢡ࢖ࢨࣝࡣ Gs࡜ Giࡀඹ
ྠᖿࢆᙧᡂࡋ⭜௝㦵⚄⤒ྀ L7/L7ࡲࡓࡣ L7/S1㛫ࢆ㈏ࡃഴྥࡀ࠶ࡗࡓ. ࡲࡓࢽ࣍ࣥࢨ࣭ࣝ࢝ࢽࢡ࢖ࢨࣝ୧✀࡟࠾࠸࡚, Gs
ࡀ⚄⤒ྀࢆ㈏ࡃ఩⨨ࡀ⚄⤒ྀࡢศ⠇ኚື࡟ᙳ㡪ࡉࢀࡿഴྥࡣඹ㏻ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓ. ࡋ࠿ࡋ, ྠࡌ࣐࢝ࢡᒓ࡛࠶ࡾ࡞ࡀࡽෆ⭠㦵ື
⬦ࡢศᒱᆺ, ≉࡟ Giࡢศᒱ఩⨨࡟᫂ࡽ࠿࡞ᕪࡀぢࡽࢀࡓ.  
Giࡣ୺࡟ὸẊ➽ࢆᰤ㣴ࡍࡿື⬦࡛࠶ࡾ, ὸẊ➽ࡣ㐠ືᵝᘧ࡟ᛂࡌࡓᙧែ㐺ᛂࡀ᫂ࡽ࠿࡞➽ࡢ 1ࡘ࡛࠶ࡿ. ࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝ࡜
࢝ࢽࢡ࢖ࢨࣝࡢ㐠ືᵝᘧࡣ୍㒊␗࡞ࡾ, ὸẊ➽ࡢᙧែ࡟ᕪࡀࡳࡽࢀࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡀ࠶ࡿ. 㐠ືᵝᘧࡢᕪ࡜➽㦵᱁⣔ࡢ㐺ᛂኚ໬





















࢖ࣉࢆ᳨ฟࡋࡓࠋ㸰ࢱ࢖ࣉࡢ➨஧ྍኚᇦ࡟ὀ┠ࡋ࡚ࠊࣁࣉࣟࢱ࢖ࣉࢆศ㢮(Kawamoto et al 2007)ࡍࡿ࡜ࠊAࡣ JN21ࢱ࢖ࣉࠊ








DЍC ࡢ㡰࡟୪ࡧࠊᚲࡎࡋࡶᆅ⌮ⓗ఩⨨㛵ಀ࡜୍⮴ࡋ࡞࠸ࡇ࡜ࡀศ࠿ࡗࡓࠋ◊✲ᡂᯝࢆ 2015 ᖺ 10 ᭶ 25 ᪥࡟㟋㛗㢮◊✲
ᡤ࡛㛤ദࡉࢀࡓඹྠ฼⏝◊✲఍ࠕࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝ◊✲ࡢࡇࢀࡲ࡛࡜ࠊ௒ᚋࡢᒎ㛤ࢆ⪃࠼ࡿ࡛ࠖබ⾲ࡋࡓࠋ 
B-27㟋㛗㢮ᚋ⫥㦵᱁ࡢྍືᛶ 


























ᖺ 35㢌ࠊ2015ᖺ 33㢌㸧ࢆᑐ㇟࡜ࡋࠊࡑࡇ࡛⏕ࡲࢀࡓ࢔࢝ࣥ࣎࢘㸦2014ᖺ 11㢌ࠊ2015ᖺ 2㢌㸧ࢆᑐ㇟ಶయ࡜ࡋ࡚ࠊ2014
ᖺࠊ2015ᖺࡢ 4㹼7᭶࡟ィ 138᫬㛫ࡢಶయ㏣㊧ࢆ⾜࠸ࠊᑐ㇟ಶయࡢ⾜ືࠊᑐ㇟ಶయ࡬ࡢ♫఍஺΅ࡢ┦ᡭ࡜ෆᐜ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚グ
㘓ࡋࡓࠋࡑࡢ⤖ᯝࠊ࢔࢝ࣥ࣎࢘࡬ࡢ࢔࣐ࣟࢨࣜࣥࢢ㢖ᗘࡀ᭱ࡶ㧗࠸ࡢࡣ 2014 ᖺ࡛ࡣ࢜ࢺࢼ࣓ࢫࡢ 2.5 ᅇ/hࠊ2015 ᖺ࡛ࡣ

























B-34 The Comparative Biomechanics of the Primate Hand.  
William Irvin Sellers (University of Manchester) ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ᖹᓮ㗦▮ 
This project was focused primarily on the acquisition of a range of comparative biomechanical data in order to better understand 
the evolution of manual dexterity among the primates. Our primary dataset was obtained by filming individual animals held at PRI. 
This entailed extensive preparation work at PRI ensuring access to the enclosures and adequate space for setting up the cameras and 
lights needed for the experiments as well as designing suitable arrangements for allowing the subject animal to interact manually with 
various food items. The filming itself was carried out over a 2 week period in August 2015 and was in general very successful. For 
the first time we used 8 synchronised cameras and this allowed us to cover a larger angular range for better 3D reconstruction. 
However this innovation was not without its difficulties since it meant that we generated a great deal of raw data and the time taken 
for data transfer and archive is appreciable. The extra cameras also produced a number of hardware challenges with reliable 
synchronisation that had to be overcome. We also trialed new software for 3D photogrammetric reconstruction and this, coupled with 
the extra cameras, means that we have achieved our basic objective of capturing the 3D finger movements in Japanese macaques, 
capuchin monkeys, and a spider monkey in manual feeding tasks involving different sized food items. This is a major achievement 
and is the first time such data have been obtained. However we are still at the stage of data analysis. Our current system captures the 
3D outlines automatically but the underlying skeletal movements that are an essential part of understanding the musculoskeletal 
processes need to be calculated based on surface anatomical feature. This calculation process requires considerable operator 
intervention in its current form and it extremely time consuming. We are therefore currently working on automatically fitting hand 
outlines to the point cloud data so that the skeletal movements can be extracted both more accurately and much more rapidly. We are 
similarly working on how to best present this complex, multidimensional dataset in a form suitable for publication since this is the 
first time such data has been examined in this way. At the same time it has become clear from our initial analysis that we need to 
improve some aspects of our experimental design. It is likely that the camera placement used with 8 cameras could be improved and 
we wish to trial different camera arrangements to improved the directional coverage, and reduce the issues associated with fine finger 
movements being obscured. In addition we need to extend the range of hand use tasks to cover a wider range of grip styles. The 
monkeys have strong grip preferences and the current tasks only allow subtle differences associated with different sized food items. 
We therefore need to experiment with a larger range of manual tasks including locomotor hand use so that we can measure the major 
classes of hand use that have been described in the literature. 
B-35㟋㛗㢮⢭ཎᖿ⣽⬊ࡢゎᯒ 









B-37 Determining the correlation between primates abundance and habitat quality index based on the application of 
protein-to-fiber ratio analysis of mature leaves of dominant tree species in logged forests in Sabah, Malaysia 
Henry Bernard (Institute for Tropical Biology and Conservation, Universiti Malaysia Sabah)    ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ᯇ⏣୍ᕼ 
Discussons have been made with my local research collaborator (DR. Ikki Matsuda) during the short term visit to PRI on the 
potential of using habitat quality index, measured as mature leaves protein-to-fiber ratio, to predict primate population abundance at 
local spatial scales in Sabah. The analysis was further extended to include not only research sites in Sabah, but also sites elsewhere in 
Kalimantan, Sumatera and Peninsula Malaysia. All raw data on crude protein and fiber (ADF) from 6 diferent sites on Borneo (i.e., 5 
sites in Sabah and 1 site in Kalimantan) and 1 site in Sumatera have been integrated. In addition, secondary data form 1 site in 
peninsular Malaysia were obtained and included in the overall data pool. Altogether, the data set combined represented the crude 
protein and ADF of mature leaves of dominant tree species from Abai, Sukau, Danum Valley, Kalabakan, Klias, Sebangau, 
Pangandaran and Kuala Lompat. However, the main issue with regard to estimating folivores primate biomass at the different sites 
remains unresolve, due to differences in the methods used to estimate the primate biomass at the different sites. Moreover, there were 
sites where primate biomass estimates are non-available. Therefore the analysis between habitat quality index and primate biomass 
for the different sites is still pending. It was envisaged, however, that this issue will be settled in the near future. A discussion was 
also held on how to write the paper in connection with the obtained data and intensive literature research was made based on 
available resources at PRI. All chemical analysis of leave samples have been completed and a simple laboratory procedure to assess 
particle size of primate feces have been observed. The primate particle size analysis may become useful in the future in connection 
with dietary studies of primates which is a topic related to the current data analysis on leaf quality index. During the visit, a draft 
paper co-authored by Dr. Ikki Matsuda and other collegues, was produced which has been submitted for potential publication. Lastly, 
we have discussed concerning future research collaboration between ITBC,UMS and PRI. 
B-38㟋㛗㢮 ES,iPS⣽⬊ศ໬࡟୚࠼ࡿ⎔ቃ໬Ꮫ≀㉁ࡢᙳ㡪 












ࡶ⬻⤌⧊࡟㧗࠸ hmC(0.8%/G)ࡀ᳨ฟࡉࢀࠊ୰ᯡ⚄⤒⣔࡟࠾ࡅࡿ hmC ࡢᶵ⬟ࡀ♧၀ࡉࢀࡓࠋḟ࡟࣐࢘ࢫ༸࡟࠾࠸࡚ཷ⢭ᚋ
ࡢ DNA ࡢ⬺࣓ࢳࣝ໬ࡢᚤ㔞ᐃ㔞ゎᯒࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࠋࡇࢀ࡟ࡼࡾࠊࣜࣉࣟࢢ࣑ࣛࣥࢢ㐣⛬࡟࠾ࡅࡿ DNA ࣓ࢳࣝ໬ືែࢆึࡵ
࡚ᐃ㔞ⓗ࡟ゎᯒࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋࡑࡢ⤖ᯝࠊ∗᪉ࢤࣀ࣒࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊDNA 」〇๓࠿ࡽᛴ⃭࡞⬺࣓ࢳࣝ໬ࡀ⏕ࡌࠊཷ⢭
10᫬㛫ᚋ࡟ࡣ⣙ 40%పୗࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࠊཷ⢭ᚋ 10-48᫬㛫㸦2-cell ࠿ࡽ 8-cell㸧ࡣ࣓ࢳࣝ໬ࣞ࣋ࣝࡀ࡯࡜ࢇ࡝ኚ໬ࡏࡎࠊࡑࡢ















ᯇᒸྐᮁ, ୰ᒣ⿱⌮㸦ୗ໭༙ᓥࢧࣝㄪᰝ఍㸧  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ྂᕷ๛ྐ 
ಶయᩘቑຍഴྥ࡟࠶ࡗࡓୗ໭༙ᓥ༡す㒊ࡢ㸿87⩌ࡣ 2012ᖺ࡟ 83㢌࡟ቑຍࡋࠊ2013ᖺ 4᭶࡟ 43㢌㸦87A⩌㸧࡜ 22㢌



































እ୸♸௓, ಙΎ㯞Ꮚ, ྜྷᒸࡳࡺࡁ㸦ᗈᓥ኱࣭N-BARD㸧, ␊ᒣ↷ᙪ㸦ᗈᓥ኱࣭ᢏ⾡ࢭࣥࢱ࣮㸧  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ᒸᮏ᐀⿱ 
ᮏㄢ㢟ࡣࠊື≀ᐇ㦂࡟᭷⏝࡞୍༸ᛶከᏊࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝࡢస〇ࢆ┠ᣦࡍࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡇࢀࡲ࡛࡟యእᇵ㣴⣔༸Ꮚ࣭ཷ⢭༸ࡢ






















⟄஭೺ኵ, ᑠᯘ᭸Ꮚ, ᯇ஭⨾⣖Ꮚ㸦᪥ᮏṑ⛉኱࣭⏕࿨ṑᏛ㸧   ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸㕥ᮌᶞ⌮ 
ᖹᡂ 27ᖺᗘࡣࠊ๓ᖺᗘ࡟ࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝ 2౛ࡢୗ㢡ᕥഃங≟ṑ࡜ୗ㢡ᕥഃ➨୍ங⮻ṑࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢṑ㧊⭍࡬ṑ㧊⣽⬊ࡢ୕ḟ





ࡳࡽࢀࠊࡲࡓ⣽⬊࿘ᮇゎᯒ࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊࢽ࣍ࣥࢨ࡛ࣝࡣࣄࢺ࡜ẚ㍑ࡋ G0/G1ᮇࡢῶᑡ࠾ࡼࡧ G2/M ᮇࡢቑຍࡀゎᯒࡉࢀࡓࠋ
▼⅊໬ㄏᑟ࡟ࡼࡾࢽ࣍ࣥࢨ࡛ࣝࡣࠊㄏᑟᚋ 3㐌┠࡟࢔ࣜࢨࣜࣥࣞࢵࢻᰁⰍ࡟࠾࠸࡚㝧ᛶീࡀほᐹࡉࢀࠊࣄࢺ࡛ࡣㄏᑟᚋ 2
㐌┠࡟㝧ᛶീࡀほᐹࡉࢀࡓࠋࡉࡽ࡟⬡⫫ศ໬ㄏᑟ࡟ࡼࡾࢽ࣍ࣥࢨ࡛ࣝࡣ 17᪥┠࡟ࠊࡲࡓࣄࢺ࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡣ 2㐌┠࡟㝧ᛶീ
ࡀほᐹࡉࢀࡓࠋ9 ࣨ᭶㛫⛣᳜ࢆ⾜ࡗࡓஙṑࡢ X ⥺ീ࡟ࡣࠊஙṑṑෙṑ㢕㒊࡜ṑ㧊⭍ෆ࡟ X ⥺୙㏱㐣ീࡀほᐹࡉࢀࡓࠋ⤌
⧊Ꮫⓗゎᯒ࡛ࡣࠊṑ㧊⭍ෆ࡟ಟ᚟㇟∳㉁ᵝ⤌⧊ീ࠾ࡼࡧ㇟∳㉁⢏ᵝ⤌⧊ീࡢᙧᡂࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓࠋ 
B-46⚟ᓥ┴࡟⏕ᜥࡍࡿࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝ㸦Macaca fuscata㸧ࡢᐤ⏕⹸⑕࠾ࡼࡧឤᰁ⑕࡟㛵ࡍࡿ␿Ꮫㄪᰝ 



















࡚࠾ࡾࠊ2016 ᖺ࡟Ꮫ఍ሗ࿌ணᐃ࡛࠶ࡿ࡜ࡢ㐃⤡ࢆཷࡅࡓࠋ࡞࠾ࠊ2015 ᖺࡣ⋇་Ꮫ఍࡛ࠕὸᕝ‶ᙪ. 2015.  ໭㝈ࡢࢧࣝࡢ
ឤᰁ⑕࡜ಖ඲. ➨ 158ᅇ᪥ᮏ⋇་Ꮫ఍බ⾗⾨⏕Ꮫ/㔝⏕ື≀Ꮫศ⛉఍ྜྠࢩ࣏ࣥࢪ࣒࢘ࠕࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝࡢಖ඲ࠖ,໭㔛኱Ꮫ, 9
᭶ 7᪥㸦➨ 158ᅇ᪥ᮏ⋇་Ꮫ఍ࣉࣟࢢ࣒࣭ࣛㅮ₇せ᪨㞟, ໭㔛኱Ꮫ, p. 251㸧ࠖ ࢆ⾜࠸ࠊࡑࡢሗ࿌ࡣ 2016ᖺᗘࠊࡑࡢᇶ┙࡜
࡞ࡿෆᐜࡣཎⴭㄽᩥ࡜ࡋ࡚ห⾜ࡢணᐃ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
B-47㟋㛗㢮⚄⤒⣔ࡢゎᯒ࡜ࣄࢺ⑌ᝈゎᯒ࡬ࡢᛂ⏝ 














ࡢᚋࡢ⥔ᣢᇵ㣴ࡀ iPS⣽⬊ࡢ≉ᛶࡣ⥔ᣢࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ  
௒ᚋࠊୖグࠊ᮲௳ࢆඖ࡟ࠊࣇ࢕࣮ࢲ࣮ࢆ౑⏝ࡋ࡚ᶞ❧ࡉࢀࡓࢳࣥࣃࣥࢪ࣮iPS⣽⬊ࢆࣇ࢕࣮ࢲ࣮ࣇ࣮ࣜ࡟⛣⾜ࡍࡿࠋࡶ
ࡋࠊ⛣⾜ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠿ࡗࡓሙྜ࡟ࡣࠊࣇ࢕࣮ࢲ࣮ࣇ࣮࡛ࣜࡢᶞ❧ࢆ⾜࠺ࠋ 
B-48Genomic Evolution of Sulawesi Macaques 
Bambang Suryobroto(Bogor Agriculture University)  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒஭ၨ㞝 
Sulawesi macaques are exceptional as the seven species evolved allopatrically in an island that is less than 5% of the whole 
coverage area of the genus Macaca. The island itself is part of the zoogeographical realm called Wallacea that is highly endemic. 
There are three issues regarding the evolution of Sulawesi macaques. The first is taxonomic status, the second phylogenetic 
relationship, and the third hybrid population problem. Recent development in DNA technology (next generation sequencing, NGS) 
leads to the ability to read the whole genome of an individual. This immense genomic data provide an opportunity to find the most 
taxonomically informative loci to base the phylogenetic hypotheses and also to observe the gene dynamics of hybrid population. Dr. 
Yohei Terai (Soken-dai) and I went to Palu in Sulawesi, near the boundary of the distribution of two macaque species, Macaca 
tonkeana and M. hecki. We sampled DNA from nine individuals of M. tonkeana and ten of M. hecki. We constructed genomic DNA 
libraries from all 19 samples, and subsequently captured the exon sequences using exon capturing kit. The average size of libraries 
were 550 bp. We will determine the exon sequences from the libraries. 
B-49Greater sensitivity in yellow-blue (YB) color of dichromat monkeys 
Kanthi Arum Widayati (Bogor Agricultural University)  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒஭ၨ㞝 
Macaque monkeys have trichromatic color vision homologous to that in humans. However, through molecular genetic analysis, 
previous study demonstrated the existence of a dichromatic genotype among the crab-eating macaques. Previous research showed 
that dichromat monkey could not discriminate colors along the protanopic (colorblind) confusion line, though trichromats could. 
Present study aims to study sensitivity in yellow-blue (YB) color and luminance of colorblind monkey and compare it with 
colorblind-gene carrier and trichromat monkeys. We used several blue and yellow colors with three levels of contrast and six 
levels of luminance to paint dots arranged to be discernible as a global pattern. Visual stimuli are presented on screens of two 
iPods, and each was placed on top of a reward hole. Monkeys were trained to choose target from distractors to get the reward by 
sliding the appropriate device. So far we found that there are no differences between dichromat, trichromat and carrier monkeys in 
detecting the target. We need to introduce lower contrast stimuli to find the threshold. Now we are doing experiment with 
additional fund other than kyodoryo. 
B-50 Variation of Gene Encoding Receptor of PTC bitter taste compound in Leaf-eating Monkeys 
Laurentia Henrieta Permita Sari (Bogor Agricultural University)   ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒஭ၨ㞝 
TAS2R38  is one of TAS2R multigene families that encode receptor to recognize bitter from PTC compound. TAS2R38 had been 
identified in many primates. TAS2R38 in human, chimpanzee, Japanese macaques exhibit intra-species polymorphism that lead to 
different behavioural response of individual. Taster individual show aversion to PTC, in contrast to tolerant in non-taster individuals.  
 Leaf-eating monkeys (Subfamily Colobines) are unique among primates because their diet mostly consisted of leaves that 
perceptually tasted bitter to human. Based on  behavioral experiment, Chiarelli (1963) found that five individuals of three species of 
Colobines have non-taster phenotype. Thus, we conducted preliminary behavioral experiments of PTC-tasting on leaf-eating 
monkeys kept in Ragunan Zoo. The result indicated that nine individuals of genus Trachypithecus, Presbytis and Nasalis were all less 




Genomic DNA of leaf-eating monkey was obtained from fecal samples. After DNA extraction, TAS2R38 gene region was 
specifically amplified using standard PCR reaction. The result showed that there are some polymorphisms in the TAS2R38 genes of  
the monkeys. By calcium imaging methods, we found the cell expressing TAS2R38 receptor of leaf-eating monkeys have lower 
respond to PTC compared to macaque similar with the behavioral respond of the monkeys against PTC. 
B-51ࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝຎ఩࢜ࢫࡢᛶ⾜ື࡟ࡳࡽࢀࡿᡓ⾡ⓗḭࡁ 












ሷぢ᫓ᙪ, 㰻⸨㒔ᬡ, ᒾᓮ⏤㤶, ᒣ୰⥲୍㑻, ⶈ㍯ⱥẆ, Ḉ஭ࡳ࡞ࡳ㸦៞ᛂ⩏ሿ኱࣭་Ꮫ㸧  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒ᮧබ⣖ 
ᡃࠎࡢ◊✲ᐊ࡛ࡣࠊ࣐࣮ࣔࢭࢵࢺ PIWIࢱࣥࣃࢡ㉁ࡢ୍ࡘ࡛࠶ࡿ PIWIL3 (MARW3) ࡀ༸ᕢ࡛Ⓨ⌧ࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࢆぢฟࡋࡓࠋ
࣐࢘ࢫ࡟ࡣᏑᅾࡋ࡞࠸ PIWI࡛࠶ࡿ PIWIL3࡟ᑐࡍࡿᢠయࢆ⏝࠸ࠊ࣐࣮ࣔࢭࢵࢺࢆ⏝࠸࡚Ⓨ⌧ゎᯒࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࠋࡑࡢ⤖ᯝࠊ
PIWIL3 ࡣ⢭ᕢ࡛ࡣⓎ⌧ࡀࡳࡽࢀ࡞࠸୍᪉࡛ࠊ༸ᕢ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ༸⬊ᙧᡂᚋࡢ༸⣽⬊㸦ཎጞ༸⬊ࠊ୍ḟ࣭஧ḟ༸⬊ཬࡧ⬊≧༸
⬊㸧࡟࠾࠸࡚Ⓨ⌧ࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ᫂ࡽ࠿࡟ࡋࡓࠋ ࡲࡓࠊࢥ࣭࣐࣮ࣔࣥࣔࢭࢵࢺࡢ༸ᕢ࡟࠾࠸࡚ PIWIL3࡟⤖ྜࡍࡿ piRNAࡢ
༢㞳ࢆヨࡳࡓࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࠊᢠ PIWIL3ᢠయ࡟ࡼࡿච␿ỿ㝆ἲ࡛ࡣ PIWIL3⤖ྜ piRNAࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋࡇࢀࡣ༸
ᕢ඲య࡟࠾ࡅࡿ PIWIL3Ⓨ⌧⣽⬊ࡢ㔞ࡀᴟࡵ࡚㝈ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡓࡵ࡛࠶ࡿ࡜⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋࡉࡽ࡟ࠊࢥ࣭࣐࣮ࣔࣥࣔࢭࢵࢺ༸
ᕢ⏤᮶ࡢ piRNA ࡢྠᐃࢆ඲ᑠศᏊ RNA㸦15-40 ሷᇶ㛗ศ⏬㸧ࢆ⏝࠸࡚㐍ࡵ࡚ࡀࠊ⌧ᅾࡢ࡜ࡇࢁ᳨ฟ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋࡇࢀࡣฟ
Ⓨᮦᩱࠊࡘࡲࡾࠊࢥ࣭࣐࣮ࣔࣥࣔࢭࢵࢺࡢ༸ᕢࡢ㔞ࡀᑡ࡞ࡍࡂࡿࡓࡵ࡛࠶ࡿ࡜⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
B-54㟋㛗㢮࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣐ࣛࣜ࢔ឤᰁ㛵㐃㑇ఏᏊࡢศᏊ㐍໬Ꮫⓗゎᯒ 
኱ᶫ㡰, ୰ఀὠ⨾, ᏳἙෆᙪ㍤㸦ᮾி኱࣭⌮㸧   ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒஭ၨ㞝 
⇕ᖏ⇕࣐ࣛࣜ࢔ཎ⹸㸦P. falciparum㸧ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡢ EBA175ศᏊࢆࣜ࢞ࣥࢻࠊࣄࢺࡢ GYPAศᏊࢆࣞࢭࣉࢱ࣮࡜ࡋ࡚฼⏝
ࡋ㉥⾑⌫࡬౵ධࡍࡿࠋࣄࢺ࡜ࢳࣥࣃࣥࢪ࣮ࡢ GYPA ศᏊࡢ࢔࣑ࣀ㓟㓄ิࢆẚ㍑ࡍࡿ࡜ࠊ12 ಶࡢ㐃⥆ࡍࡿ࢔࣑ࣀ㓟ࡢᤄධ
Ḟኻ⨨᥮㸦ࢳࣥࣃࣥࢪ࣮࡛ᤄධࠊࣄࢺ࡛ࡣḞኻ㸧ࡀࡳࡽࢀࡿࠋࡇࡢ㒊఩ࡀࣄࢺ࡟ឤᰁࡍࡿ⇕ᖏ⇕࣐ࣛࣜ࢔࡜ࢳࣥࣃࣥࢪ࣮
࡟ឤᰁࡍࡿ࣐ࣛࣜ࢔㸦P. reichenowi㸧ࡢᐟ୺≉␗ᛶ࡟ᙳ㡪ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡜ࡍࡿ࡜ࠊGYPA㑇ఏᏊ࡟ࡣᙉ࠸ṇࡢ⮬↛㑅ᢥࡀస⏝ࡋ




ஂୡ⃰Ꮚ㸦⛉༤࣭ே㢮㸧  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ᮌୗࡇ࡙࠼ 
኱ᆺ㢮ே⊷ࡢ୍✀ࠊ࣮࢜ࣛࣥ࢘ࢱࣥ㸦Pongo sp.㸧ࡀ࡝ࡢࡼ࠺࡞ᰤ㣴≧ែ࡛Ⓨ᝟࣭ዷፎࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࠿ࢆ᫂ࡽ࠿࡟ࡍࡿࡇ࡜
ࢆ┠ⓗ࡟ࠊᒀ୰ࡢ࣍ࣝࣔࣥ௦ㅰ⏘≀⃰ᗘࢆ ᐃࡋࡓࠋ2009㹼2014ᖺ࡟ࠊ࣐࣮ࣞࢩ࢔ᅜࢧࣂᕞࢲࢼ࣒ࣂࣞ࢖᳃ᯘಖㆤ༊㸦࣎
ࣝࢿ࢜ᓥ㸧࡛᥇ྲྀࡋࠊ෭෾ಖᏑࡋࡓ࣮࢜ࣛࣥ࢘ࢱࣥࡢᒀࢧࣥࣉࣝ㸦㞤 7㢌࣭㞝 2㢌࠿ࡽ᥇ྲྀࡋࡓィ 41ࢧࣥࣉࣝ㸧୰ࡢ࢖
ࣥࢫࣜࣥศἪ⬟ᣦᶆ≀㉁㸦C-Peptide㸧࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࢚ࣥࢨ࢖࣒࢖࣒ࣀ࢔ࢵࢭ࢖ἲ㸦Mercodia♫〇 Ultrasensitive C-Peptide ELISA
࢟ࢵࢺ㸧ࢆ⏝࠸࡚ ᐃࡋࡓࠋ ᐃࡢ⤖ᯝࠊ㠀ᤵங୰ࡢ㞤࡛ C-Peptideࡀ᭱ࡶ㧗ࡃ㸦ᖹᆒ 2.94 pmol/CrmgࠊN=8㸧ᤵங୰㸦ᖹ
ᆒ 0.56pmol/CrmgࠊN=20㸧ࡸዷፎ୰㸦ᖹᆒ 0.35pmol/CrmgࠊN=11㸧ࡢ㞤࡛ࡣప࠸ࠊ࡜࠸࠺⤖ᯝࡀᚓࡽࢀࡓࠋࡲࡓ㞝ࡢ ᐃ

































బࠎᮌ࠼ࡾ࠿, ⏣୰┿బᜨ㸦㸦බ㈈㸧ᐇ㦂ື≀୰ኸ◊✲ᡤ࣭ᛂ⏝Ⓨ⏕Ꮫ◊✲ࢭࣥࢱ࣮㸧, ஭ୖ㈗ྐ, ᖹᕝ⋹Ꮚ, 㧗ᶫྖ, ᒸ


























㒓ᗣᗈ㸦⮬↛⛉Ꮫ◊✲ᶵᵓ࣭᪂ศ㔝๰ᡂࢭࣥࢱ࣮㸧    ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸኱▼㧗⏕ 














ᶲ⿱ྖ㸦ᮾᾏ኱࣭་㸧ࠊᑠᯘṇつ㸦៞ᛂ኱࣭་㸧   ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ᒸᮏ᐀⿱ 
㏆ᖺࠊ㉥⑩࢔࣓࣮ࣂ㸦Entamoeba histolytica㸧࡜ᙧែⓗ࡟ࡣ㚷ู࡛ࡁ࡞࠸᪂✀ࡢ࢔࣓࣮ࣂ㸦E. nuttalli㸧ࡀࢧࣝ㢮࠿ࡽぢࡘ
࠿ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᮏ◊✲ࡢ┠ⓗࡣࠊࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ⭠⟶ᐤ⏕࢔࣓࣮ࣂࡢឤᰁᐇែࢆ᫂ࡽ࠿࡟ࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡛࠶ࡿࠋ௒ᖺᗘࡣࠊ
ᒸᒣ┴┿ᗞᕷ࡟⏕ᜥࡍࡿ㔝⏕ࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝࡢ⣅౽ 27 ᳨య࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ゎᯒࡋࡓࠋ⣅౽࠿ࡽ DNA ࢆᢳฟࡋࠊ㉥⑩࢔࣓࣮ࣂࠊE. 
disparࠊE. nuttalliࠊE. chattoniࠊ኱⭠࢔࣓࣮ࣂ㸦E. coli㸧ࠊE. moshkovskii࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊPCRἲ࡟ࡼࡿ᳨ฟࢆヨࡳࡓࠋࡑࡢ⤖ᯝࠊ
E. chattoniࡀ 25᳨య㸦93㸣㸧ࠊ኱⭠࢔࣓࣮ࣂࡀ 21᳨య㸦78㸣㸧࡟࠾࠸࡚㝧ᛶ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊE. nuttalliࡶ 20᳨య㸦74㸣㸧
ࡀ㝧ᛶ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ㉥⑩࢔࣓࣮ࣂࠊE. disparࠊE. moshkovskiiࡣ᳨ฟࡉࢀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋࡇࢀࡲ࡛ࡢ௚ᆅᇦ࡟࠾ࡅࡿㄪᰝ࡛ࡶࠊE. 
chattoniឤᰁࡣ㧗⋡࡟ㄆࡵࡽࢀࠊ㉥⑩࢔࣓࣮ࣂࡣ᳨ฟࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋ୍᪉࡛ࠊE. disparࠊE. nuttalliࠊ኱⭠࢔࣓࣮ࣂࡢឤᰁ












Ჲ➽)࡜➨ 2 ᒙ(ከ⿣➽)ࡢ㛫ࢆ㉮⾜ࡍࡿ. ղ-a:ձ࡜ྠࡌࡃ༙Ჲ➽࡜ከ⿣➽ࡢ㛫ࢆ㉮⾜. ղ-b:ᶓ✺Ჲ➽⩌ࡢ➨ 2 ᒙ(ከ⿣➽)࡜




ࡇࢀࡽࡢᡂᯝࡣ, ➨ 31ᅇ᪥ᮏ㟋㛗㢮Ꮫ఍኱఍, ࢥ࣭࣓ࢹ࢕࢝ࣝᙧែᶵ⬟Ꮫ఍ ➨ 14ᅇᏛ⾡㞟఍, ➨ 121ᅇ᪥ᮏゎ๗Ꮫ఍
⥲఍࣭඲ᅜᏛ⾡㞟఍࡟࡚Ⓨ⾲ࡋࡓ. 
B-63㟋㛗㢮࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࢜ࢺ࢞࢖㒊ࡢ㦵᱁࡜ᨭ㓄⚄⤒ࡢศᕸᵝᘧ࡟㛵ࡍࡿ◊✲ 
ᒾỌㆡ, ᒣᮌᏹ୍, ᔢᓚሀ, Ώ㒊ຌ୍, ⏣ᖹ㝧Ꮚ㸦ஂ␃⡿኱Ꮫ་Ꮫ㒊 ゎ๗Ꮫㅮᗙ⫗║࣭⮫ᗋゎ๗㒊㛛㸧                 
ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ᖹᓮ㗦▮ 
 ࢃࢀࢃࢀࡣࣄࢺୗ㢡㦵࡟࠾࠸࡚ࠊ๪࢜ࢺ࢞࢖Ꮝࡢ኱ࡁࡉࡸ఩⨨࡜๪࢜ࢺ࢞࢖⚄⤒ࡀศᕸࡍࡿ㡿ᇦࡢ㛵㐃ࢆ᫂ࡽ࠿࡟ࡋࡓ














ࡗ࡚➨ 5୰㊊㦵እഃ⦕ࡲ࡛㐩ࡋࡓࠋࡑࡢඛࡢ➨ 10㊑⦕࡟ࡣὸ⭌㦵⚄⤒㸦NPS㸧ࡢᯞࡀศᕸࡋࡓࠋ 
➨ 2౛㸦PRI 8507ࠊྑ㸧㸸NSࡢ㉳ጞࡣ➨ 1౛࡜ྠࡌ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡲࡓ㊊⫼ศᕸࡶࣄࢺࢆࡣࡌࡵ௚ࡢື≀࡜ྠࡌࡃ➨ 10㊑
⦕࡟㐩ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ 
ࢳࣥࣃࣥࢪ࣮⫾ඣࡢ NSࡢ㉳ጞࡀࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡶ SolN࡜ LGN࡜ඹྠᖿࢆ࡞ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡇ࡜ࡣࠊぢ᪉ࢆኚ࠼ࢀࡤ NSࡀ୺ᖿ࡛
SolN࡜ LGNࡀࡑࡢᯞ࡛࠶ࡿ࡜ࡶゝ࠼ࡿࠋࡇࡢࡇ࡜ࡣⴭ⪅ࡀ୺ᙇࡋ࡚ࡁࡓ NSࡀୖ⫥ࡢᑻ㦵⚄⤒࡟┦ྠ࡛࠶ࡿ࡜࠸࠺ㄝࢆ















ࣄࢺ Cbmࡀ Rcl-1࡜┦ྠ(బ⸨)࡜ࡍࡿ࡜,Cbmᾘኻࡣ Rcl-2,3࡬ࡢ⛣⾜࡜⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿ.⭎⚄⤒ྀࡣ Rcl⣔ิࡢ⚄⤒ࡀୖ⫥ᙧᡂ
࡟ᑐᛂࡋⓎ㐩ࢆ㐙ࡆࡓࡶࡢ࡜⪃࠼ࡽࢀ࡚࠾ࡾ,Rcl࠿ࡽ Cbm࡬ࡢ⛣⾜࡜ࡍࡿ᪉ࡀጇᙜ࡛࠶ࡿ.ࣄࢺ,ࢳࣥࣃࣥࢪ࣮,ࢡࣔࢨࣝ
ࡣ⭎Ώࡾ࡜࠸࠺⛣ືᵝᘧࢆ࡜ࡾ⫪㛵⠇ྍືᇦࡀᗈ࠸.ࡲࡓ,ࣜࢫࢨࣝ࡞࡝ᶞୖᛶࡢᙉ࠸ࡶࡢࡶ⫪㛵⠇ྍືᇦࡀᗈ࠸࡜ࡉࢀ,
ࡇࢀࡽࡢ✀࡟ CbmࡀᏑᅾࡋ࡚࠸ࡓ.ࡼࡗ࡚ Cbmࡣ,⬚ቨ࠿ࡽୖ⭎࡬ศᕸࡋ࡚࠸ࡓ Rclࡀ,⫪㛵⠇ྍືᇦᣑ኱࡟క࠸⭎⚄⤒ྀ
࡜ࡋ࡚≉Ṧ໬ࢆ㐙ࡆࡓࡶࡢ࡜⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓ. 
B-67㟋㛗㢮ࡢ✀㛫஺㞧࡟㛵ࡍࡿ㞟ᅋࢤࣀ࣑ࢡࢫ࠾ࡼࡧᩘ⌮ᙧែゎᯒ 


































































ᶓᒣ្㸦ி㒔኱࣭㝔⌮࣭ே㢮㐍໬ㄽ㸧   ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸༙㇂࿃㑻 
㟋㛗㢮࡛ࡣࠊẕ⣔⾑⦕⪅㛫࡛ぶ࿴ⓗ⾜ືࢆ⾜࠺ࡇ࡜ࡀከࡃࠊࢥࢻࣔࡢ㡭ࡢぶᐦࡉ࡟ᇶ࡙࠸࡚⾑⦕⪅ࢆ㆑ูࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡜⪃
࠼ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊ∗⣔⾑⦕⪅ࢆ㆑ูࡍࡿ࣓࢝ࢽࢬ࣒࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࡼࡃศ࠿ࡗ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋ 





















































භἼ⨶⪽, 㕥ᮌ⩏ஂ㸦NPOἲேࢧࣝ࡝ࡇࢿࢵࢺ㸧  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸ᕝᮏⰾ 
୕㔜┴ෆࡢࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝࡣᆅ⌮ⓗ࡟㐃⥆ศᕸࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊ᫖ᖺᗘࡲ࡛࡟࣓ࢫ࡜ⱝ࠸࢜ࢫ(⩌ࢀฟ⮬ಶయ)103ಶయࡢ࣑ࢺࢥ
ࣥࢻࣜ࢔ DNA (mtDNA)ࡢ D-loop➨ 1ྍኚᇦࡢሷᇶ㓄ิࡢศᯒ࡟ࡼࡾࠊடᒣᕷ࿘㎶ࢆቃ࡟ࡋࡓ኱ࡁࡃ༡໭ 2⣔⤫ࡢศ㢮࡜
⁠㈡┴࡛☜ㄆࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ 1⣔⤫ࡀ☜ㄆࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊ࢜ࢫ 106ಶయࡢ Y-STR᳨ᰝ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ15ࢱ࢖ࣉ࡟ศ㢮ࡉࢀ
ྠࡌࢱ࢖ࣉࡀ┴ෆྛᆅ࡟ᗈᇦ࡟ศᕸࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ☜ㄆࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ 
⌧Ꮡࡍࡿ⩌ࢀࡢ㑇ఏⓗᵓ㐀ࢆࡼࡾヲ⣽࡟ᢕᥱࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ࣑ࢺࢥࣥࢻࣜ࢔ DNA (mtDNA)࡛኱ࡁࡃศ࠿ࢀࡓ 2⣔⤫(༡໭)
࠿ࡽྛ 32ಶయࢆ㑅ࡧࠊᖖᰁⰍయࡢ࣐࢖ࢡࣟࢧࢸࣛ࢖ࢺ DNAኚ␗࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ 16࣐࣮࣮࢝ࢆ⏝࠸࡚ศᯒࡋࡓࠋ 
⤖ᯝࠊ1ୡ௦࠶ࡓࡾࡢ⛣ఫಶయᩘ(Nm)ࡸ AMOVA࡟ࡼࡿศᯒࠊHardy-Weinber test࡟ࡼࡾࠊ࣑ࢺࢥࣥࢻࣜ࢔ DNA (mtDNA)
࡛ࡣ኱ࡁࡃ 2⣔⤫࡟ศ࠿ࢀࡓ༡໭㛫࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡶࠊ᰾ DNAࡢ஺ὶࡣ㢖⦾࡟⾜ࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ☜ㄆࡉࢀࡓࠋ 
















୕ᾆᬛ⾜㸦ி㒔኱࣭࢘࢖ࣝࢫ◊㸧  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸᫂㔛ᏹᩥ 
ி㒔኱Ꮫ㟋㛗㢮◊✲ᡤࡢ࢔࢝ࢤࢨࣝ 11㢌ࡢ⾑ᾮࢆᥦ౪ࡋ࡚㡬ࡁࠊᙜ◊✲ᐊࡢ P3ᐇ㦂ᐊෆ࡛ẚ㔜㐲ᚰἲ࡟ࡼࡾ༢᰾⣽⬊
ࢆศ㞳ࡋࡓࠋࡑࡇ࠿ࡽ㐺ษ࡞ᇵ㣴᪉ἲࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡾࠊࣜࣥࣃ⌫ࡸ࣐ࢡࣟࣇ࢓࣮ࢪࡢᇵ㣴⣔࡟ࡶࡗ࡚ࡺࡁࠊ࣡ࢡࢳࣥ













࿴⏣┤ᕫ(ᒣཱྀ኱࣭ඹྠ⋇་), ᯇᑿ኱㈗(ᒣཱྀ኱࣭㎰) ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸すᮧ๛ 












ᑠᓥ኱㍜, 㫽ᒃ㞞ᶞ㸦ᮾி኱࣭㝔⌮࣭⏕≀⛉Ꮫ㸧 ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒஭ၨ㞝 
⬨᳝ື≀࡟࠾࠸࡚ࠊど≀㉁࡜ࡣఝ࡚㠀࡞ࡿගཷᐜ⺮ⓑ㉁㸦㠀どぬᆺ࢜ࣉࢩࣥ㸧ࡀᩘከࡃྠᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ⚾ඹࡣࠊ࣐࢘




















B-87 DNA analysis of wild rhesus macaques in Southern China 
Zhang Peng, Chengfeng Wu, Yuanmengran Chu㸦Sun Yat-sen University㸧 ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒஭ၨ㞝 
I and my student Miss Xiaochan Yan cooperated with Dr. Imai Hiroo, Primate Research Institute of Kyoto University. Based on 
amplifying, sequencing and other molecular techniques, we successfully selected a set of microsatellite loci for the study group, and 
we found it was high homology among Rhesus macaque in Neilingding Island. As a result, we successfully selected 4 high 
polymorphism microsatellite locus of 10 candidate locus to establishing kinship network and compared to affiliative behavior 
network. We found it was significant correlation between kinship network and affiliative behavior network, which supported to kin 
selection theory. The result also suggests that with amplification several times, fecal sample is a suitable DNA source for wildlife 
genetic research. In 22 Nov, 2015, we invited Prof. Matsuzawa Tetsuro to visit my lab in Sun Yat-sen university, China, he gave an 
impressive lecture to students. From March 3-6, I attended the 5th International Symposium at Primatology and Wildlife Science in 




























๓ከᩗ୍㑻 (ᮾ኱࣭㝔࣭㎰Ꮫ⏕࿨)ࠊ᮰ᮧ༤Ꮚ, ኱ⶶ⪽, ୖ㔝ᒣ㈡ஂ, Ώ㎶㞝㈗, ᮎᐩ♸ኴ (ྡ኱࣭㝔࣭⏕࿨㎰) 
ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸㕥ᮌᶞ⌮ 
ᮏ◊✲ࡣࠊᖹᡂ 25ᖺ࡟᥇ᢥࡉࢀࡓ㎰ᯘỈ⏘ᴗ࣭㣗ရ⏘ᴗ⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡◊✲᥎㐍஦ᴗࢩ࣮ࢬ๰ฟࢫࢸ࣮ࢪࠕ᪂つ࡞⦾Ṫ୰ᯡ
ไᚚ๣㛤Ⓨ࡟ࡼࡿᐙ␆⦾Ṫᢏ⾡࡜㔝⏕ᐖ⋇ಶయᢚไᢏ⾡ࡢ㠉᪂ ࡢ୍ࠖ⎔࡜ࡋ࡚ࠊNeurokinin Bཷᐜయ (NK3R) ᣕᢠ๣ࢆ⏝
࠸ࡓ᪂ࡓ࡞㔝⏕ࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝࡢಶయᩘᢚไᢏ⾡ࡢ㛤Ⓨࡢᇶ┙࡜࡞ࡿ▱ぢࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ┠ⓗ࡜ࡋࡓࠋࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝ㞝 3㢌ࢆ⏝࠸
࡚ࠊ⦾Ṫ (஺ᑿ) ᮇ࡟ NK3Rᣕᢠ๣ (SB223412) ࢆࣂࢼࢼ࡟඘ሸࡋࠊ20 ࠶ࡿ࠸ࡣ 40 mg/kg࡟࡞ࡿࡼ࠺࡟༢ᅇ࠶ࡿ࠸ࡣ」

































୍ᰗ೺ྖ, బࠎᮌ⿱அ, ⚟⏣῱㸦஑ᕞ኱࣭⏕་◊㸧 ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒஭ၨ㞝 
ᡃࠎࡣ㟋㛗㢮࡟࠾ࡅࡿࢤࣀ࣒㐍໬࡜࢚ࣆࢤࣀ࣒㐍໬ࡢ㛵ಀࢆゎ᫂ࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ㟋㛗㢮ྛ✀ࡢ⤌⧊࡟࠾ࡅࡿ DNA࣓ࢳࣝ໬























ᯇᮏᬗᏊ㸦⌰⌫኱࣭ほග㸧, 㧗ᶫ೺㐀, ෆᾏ኱௓㸦⌰⌫኱࣭་Ꮫ◊✲⛉㸧 ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸㕥ᮌᶞ⌮ 
ᮏ◊✲ࡢ┠ⓗࡣࠊ⓶⭵ࡢཌࡉࡀ㟋㛗㢮ࡢ๰യ἞⒵㏿ᗘࢆỴᐃࡍࡿせᅉ࡛࠶ࡿ࠿࡝࠺࠿ࢆㄪ࡭ࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋඹྠ฼⏝ཬ







ᯇᑿග୍ (៞᠕኱࣭་), ᒣᾏ┤(་⸆ᇶ┙࣭೺ᗣ࣭ᰤ㣴◊✲ᡤ࣭㟋㛗㢮་⛉Ꮫ◊✲ࢭࣥࢱ࣮)ࠊSuchinda Malaivijitnond 
(Chulalongkorn኱), ᳃ᕝㄔ (៞᠕኱࣭་)  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸℈⏣✨ 
 Ꮨ⠇⦾Ṫᛶࢆࡶࡘ㟋㛗㢮(ࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝ)࡟࠾࠸࡚ࠊ㦵ᐦᗘࡀᏘ⠇࡟ᛂࡌ࡚ኚ໬ࡍࡿ࡜࠸࠺௬ㄝࢆ᳨ドࡋࡓࠋ㰘⭷࠿ࡽ⼗∵
࡬㡢ࢆఏ࠼ࡿࠕ⪥ᑠ㦵ࠖ࡜ࠊయ㔜ࢆᨭ࠼㐠ືࢆᢸ࠺㛗⟶㦵࡛࠶ࡿࠕ኱⭣㦵ࠖࡢ 2 ✀㢮ࡢࡉࡽࡋ㦵ࢆゎᯒᑐ㇟࡜ࡋࠊᖹᡂ
26 ᖺᗘ࠿ࡽࡢࢧࣥࣉࣝ࡟ຍ࠼࡚᪂ࡓ࡞㦵ࢆゎᯒࡋࠊࡇࢀࡲ࡛ࡢゎᯒಶయ⥲ᩘࢆ࢜ࢫ 75 ಶయࠊ࣓ࢫ 71 ಶయ࡜ࡋࡓࠋࡇࢀ

















ࡢ୍ᩧㄪᰝ࡟ຍ࠼࡚ᐇ᪋ࡋࠊฟ⏕ᩘࡣ 6⩌࡛ィ 8㢌ࠊṚஸ(ᾘኻ)ᩘࡣ 1㢌ࡢࡳࡔࡗࡓࠋճᐙ⣔ᅗ࡜մ㣗≀ࣜࢫࢺసᡂࡣࠊ
⩌ࢀࡈ࡜ࡢᢸᙜ⪅ࡀ㝶᫬ᐇ᪋ࡋࠊ⌧ᅾࡲ࡛☜ᐇ࡟⥅⥆ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋյ6⩌㛫ࡢẚ㍑⏕ែ㺃♫఍ᏛⓗㄪᰝࡣࠊಟኈࡢᏛ⏕࡟
ࡼࡿ࢜ࢽࢢ࣑ࣝ๭ࡾ᥇㣗⾜ືࡢᛶ㺃ᖺ㱋ูẚ㍑◊✲ࢆࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡋࡓࠋնࢧࣝᏛࢆᚿࡍⱝᡭ࡬ࡢྍ⬟࡞◊✲ࢸ࣮࣐ࡢᩚ⌮ࡣࠊ






















 (4) 㝶᫬ເ㞟◊✲ 
D-1ࢧࣝࡢ⬣ጾ᳨่⃭ฟ࡟㛵ࡍࡿ◊✲ 













ᑿᓮ⣖ኵࠊAleksic Brankoࠊஂᓥ࿘(ྡྂᒇ኱࣭㝔࣭་Ꮫ⣔࣭◊✲⛉⢭⚄་Ꮫ)  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸௒஭ၨ㞝 
⮬㛢ࢫ࣌ࢡࢺ࣒ࣛ⑕ࠊ⤫ྜኻㄪ⑕ࡢⓎ⑕࡟ᙉࡃ㛵୚ࡍࡿ⛥࡞ࢤࣀ࣒ࢥࣆ࣮ᩘኚ␗㸦copy number variant; CNV㸧ࡀከᩘྠ
ᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᮏ◊✲࡛ࡣࠊጇᙜᛶࡢ㧗࠸⢭⚄⑌ᝈࡢ㟋㛗㢮ࣔࢹࣝࢆぢࡘࡅฟࡍࡇ࡜ࢆ௻ᅗࡋ࡚ࠊࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝࢆᑐ㇟࡜ࡋ
ࡓ඲ࢤࣀ࣒ CNVゎᯒࢆᐇ᪋ࡋࡓࠋලయⓗ࡟ࡣࠊࢽ࣍ࣥࢨࣝ 379㢌ࢆᑐ㇟࡟ array CGH (comparative genomic hybridization)




ᮡ⏣ᫀᙪ,᳃⏣኱㍜㸦ி㒔኱࣭࢘࢖ࣝࢫ◊㸧  ᡤෆᑐᛂ⪅㸸㕥ᮌᶞ⌮ 
ᮏ◊✲ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡣࠊ࢔࢝ࢤࢨࣝ࡟࠾࠸࡚ࠊࢧࣝච␿୙඲࢘࢖ࣝࢫ⏤᮶ࡢ࣏ࣜ࣌ࣉࢳࢻࢆ≉␗ⓗ࡟ㄆ㆑ࡍࡿ T⣽⬊ࡢᏑ
ᅾࢆ᫂ࡽ࠿࡟ࡋࠊࡑࡢศᏊᶵᵓࡢゎ᫂ࢆ┠ᣦࡋࡓ◊✲ࢆᒎ㛤ࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࠋࡲࡎ࣏ࣜ࣌ࣉࢳࢻ≉␗ⓗ T⣽⬊ᰴ㸦2N5.1㸧ࡢᢠ
ཎㄆ㆑ࢆ㜼ᐖࡍࡿ 2✀ࡢࣔࣀࢡ࣮ࣟࢼࣝᢠయࢆసฟࡋࡑࡢ⏕໬Ꮫⓗゎᯒࢆ㐍ࡵࡓ⤖ᯝࠊࡑࡢㄆ㆑ᢠཎࡀ࢔࢝ࢤࢨࣝMHC
ࢡࣛࢫ 1ศᏊ࡛࠶ࡿࡇ࡜ࢆぢฟࡋࡓࠋࡑࡇ࡛࢔࢝ࢤࢨࣝᮎᲈ⾑༢᰾⌫ࡼࡾMHCࢡࣛࢫ 1㑇ఏᏊ⩌ࢆ༢㞳ࡋࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀࢆ
ࢺࣛࣥࢫࣇ࢙ࢡࢺࡋࡓ⣽⬊ࢆ⏝࠸࡚ T⣽⬊ᰴࡢᛂ⟅ࢆ᳨ドࡋࡓ࡜ࡇࢁࠊ࢔࢝ࢤࢨࣝMamu-B*098࢔ࣜࣝࢆⓎ⌧ࡋࡓ⣽⬊
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